Clean Energy Fuels Corp. (Nasdaq: CLNE) is the leading provider of natural gas fuel for transportation in North America. We build and operate compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG) fueling stations; manufacture CNG and LNG equipment and technologies for ourselves and other companies; develop renewable natural gas (RNG) production facilities; and deliver more CNG, LNG and Redeem RNG fuel than any other company in the U.S.

We provide fuel to serve a broad customer base consisting of refuse, transit, trucking, shuttle, taxi, airport and municipal fleet customers in the United States and Canada and sell CNG equipment around the world.

Mission
We are the driving force moving America to use natural gas for transportation.

Services
Clean Energy offers operators of light, medium, and heavy-duty natural gas vehicle fleets:
- Natural Gas Station Engineering & Construction
- Natural Gas Fueling Technology & Equipment
- Natural Gas Station Operations & Support
- Grants & Financing

Solutions
We connect American fleets with an American alternative fuel source: natural gas. Regardless of fleet size, we create scalable natural gas fueling solutions. We also sell compression equipment and station consultation in over 20 countries around the world.

Fuels
- Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)
- Liquid Natural Gas (LNG)
- Redeem Renewable Natural Gas

Headquarters
4675 MacArthur Court, Suite 800
Newport Beach, California 92660

Media Contact
Patric Rayburn
Public Relations Manager
p: 949.437.1411
e: patric.rayburn@cleanenergyfuels.com

By the Numbers
- 35,000 Natural Gas Vehicles fueled daily
- 7000+ Transit Vehicles fueled daily
- 5000+ Solid waste vehicles fueled daily
- 1000+ Employees globally
- 535+ Natural gas fueling stations
- 43 States with Clean Energy stations
- 2 Redeem renewable natural gas production facilities
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